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Ten new Android banking trojans targeted
985 bank apps in 2023

This year has seen the emergence of ten new Android banking malware families, which

collectively target 985 bank and �ntech/trading apps from �nancial institutes across 61

countries.

Banking trojans are malware that targets people's online bank accounts and money by stealing

credentials and session cookies, bypassing 2FA protections, and sometimes even performing

transactions automatically.

In addition to the ten new trojans launched in 2023, 19 families from 2022 were modi�ed to add

new capabilities and increase their operational sophistication.
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More #News

Hackers breach US govt agencies using Adobe ColdFusion exploit

WordPress hosting service Kinsta targeted by Google phishing ads

What to do when receiving unprompted MFA OTP codes

Discord adds Security Key support for all users to enhance security

 

#Breach Log

Nissan is investigating cyberattack and potential data breach

MongoDB says customer data was exposed in a cyberattack

Delta Dental of California data breach exposed info of 7 million people

 

#Patch Time!

Microsoft December 2023 Patch Tuesday �xes 34 �aws, 1 zero-day

Windows 11 KB5033375 update released with upgraded Copilot AI-assistant

Sophos backports RCE �x after attacks on unsupported �rewalls

 

#Tech and #Tools

SpyLoan Android malware on Google Play downloaded 12 million times

Ubiquiti users report having access to others’ UniFi routers, cameras

Microsoft unveils new, more secure Windows Protected Print Mode
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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